Abstract. The paper proposes the use of the Silhouette Coefficient (SC) as a ranking measure to perform instance selection in text classification. Our selection criterion was to keep instances with mid-range SC values while removing the instances with high and low SC values. We evaluated our hypothesis across three well-known datasets and various machine learning algorithms. The results show that our method helps to achieve the best trade-off between classification accuracy and training time.
Introduction
Text classification is the problem of assigning the most appropriate label to a new document. For the task of automated text classification based on machine learning algorithms, we need to develop a manually annotated training set in order to train the classifiers. During this developmental phase, three major problems are encountered. First, the training sets are highly vulnerable to human errors of judgment leading to mislabeling of the instances in the training corpus. Second, data ambiguity is also a reason that contributes to the confusion in the labeling of documents. For example, if a news article reports, "The President was present at the inaugural ceremony of the soccer game" it becomes difficult to categorize it as a "sports" article or as a "political" article. Such misclassified instances are noisy. Third, there are certain instances that contain redundant content and the inclusion of each one of them in the training set costs more computational time without bringing any new knowledge to the classifier. The presence of such instances causes redundancy in the training set. In automated text classification, a classifier"s accuracy is affected by the presence of the noisy data in the training corpus. Therefore, our aim is to improve the performance of a classifier in order to achieve the most acceptable rate of accuracy by eliminating the noisy and redundant instances from the training set.
In text categorization tasks, the most common way to represent data is by building a vector space model of documents and their features. The document collection is transformed into a matrix where the documents make the rows and the features make the columns. The weights represent the relevance of the features in the documents. The set of features is generally the vocabulary of the training dataset. But when dealing with a large dataset, the processing of tens and thousands of instances and features often leads to increased computational times, difficulty in maintenance and manipulation of the data structures, hamper comprehensibility of the learned model and often leads to infeasibility in performing the task. Thus, an important step is to reduce the dimensionality of the data structures, by doing instance selection or feature selection in order to preserve the relevant information and reduce computational costs.
Through Instance Selection, an attempt is made to get rid of non-useful instances such that acceptable or higher accuracy is obtained at considerably reduced runtimes. The goal of instance selection can be focused on two main approaches: removal of instances that are undesirable, and selection of instances that are more informative. The first approach can be assumed to encompass the concept of outlier elimination, where an outlier is an object in a class that is so different from the other objects in the same class that it seems to have been generated by some other mechanism. The second approach focuses on the selection of instances that are not redundant and can contribute unique knowledge to the learning model. In instance selection, the primary intention is to keep good examples of a class that either help to represent the class firmly or distinguish it from the other classes. The concept of instance selection has taken a new shape in the form of "Active Learning" in some of the recent works [1] . Active learning is a way to select useful instances to be labeled by an oracle or a human annotator from hundreds and even thousands of unlabeled instances. The goal of active learning is to reduce the cost of manually annotating the data by selecting the most informative instances. This approach is useful for machine learning problems where obtaining labeled data is very expensive.
In some of the previous works, the focus was mainly on the selection of instances in an object classification scenario [2, 3, 7, 13] . The challenges faced in a real world text categorization problem are the numerous class labels and the huge amount of training data required to train a classifier. This in turn leads to massive data structures that demand powerful computational resources. As such, the need to find a way to reduce the size of these data structures so that they are manageable and a way to require of less number of labeled instances that are expensive to obtain, becomes inevitable. Thus, in this work, we have tried to attain the goal of Instance Selection in a text classification setting making use of the Silhouette coefficient measure, which is an evaluation technique for clustering algorithms [2, 19] . We propose to compute the silhouette coefficient for each instance in the training set and then to eliminate the instances with high and low values. In other words, we propose eliminating the border and core instances in order to retain the instances that show a good trade-off between descriptive and discriminative power. In order to show the performance of our proposed method, we experimented with three popular text collections in the classification domain: Reuters R8, 20 Newsgroup and the Classic4 collection. Our results show that with decreasing number of training instances, our method of retaining mid-range instances achieves a higher accuracy at an acceptable period of training time, than the accuracy obtained when high or low SC valued instances were retained.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present some related work followed by the details of our proposed method in Section 3. We have stated some details about our datasets in Section 4. The experimental settings are outlined in Section 5 and we present our results in Section 6. We have concluded our work in the last section.
Related Work
In his work, Czarnowski uses the similarity coefficient to identify clusters of instances in one of his object selection approaches and uses the Silhouette Coefficient measure to evaluate the cluster quality of each of his methods [3] . A single instance was selected as a prototype of the class and used for training purposes. He uses agentbased population learning algorithms to select the desired prototypes from good quality clusters. He also uses clustering approaches for feature selection, known as one-way clustering. Using this method, he replaces the original feature space by clusters of features. The clusters are made based on similarity between the features. Some of the important one-way clustering methods applied in previous work are: information bottleneck [4] , distributional clustering [5] , and divisive clustering [6] .
Lopez et al. use clustering of training instances to determine border objects in each class to build a set of prototypes to be used for classification [7] . Along with the border instances they have also included in their OSC (Object Selection by Clustering) method the centroids for each class as a core representative of the class. The intuition behind keeping border instances is to maintain the discriminative characteristics of each class, which in turn reduces the importance of core instances as they become superfluous to the class, storing redundant information [8, 9] . Through their experimental evaluation of the various object selection methods like CLU method (CLUster) [10] and the DROP (Decremental Reduction Optimization Procedure) [8] , they concluded that the CLU and DROP methods performed fairly well with the classifiers based on nearest neighbor rule, whereas their proposed method, OSC, performed well with the classifiers other than nearest neighbor classifiers. This was probably due to the fact that DROP and CLU are based on the nearest neighbor rule.
Another concept is that of outlier elimination, whereby the border objects are considered to be those instances that contain confusing content harmful for the classification task. The reference frame, relative to which the outliers are to be determined, can be either global or local. A local method considers only the information embedded in a document"s own class, whereas a global method utilizes information extracted from the other classes of the corpus and not only the document"s own class. Shin et al. in their work approached the outlier elimination problem by using a local method [11] . They first calculated a centroid for each of the classes in the training corpus, and then imposed a threshold radius around each of those centroids. By calculating distances using the cosine similarity measure, whichever document lied at a distance greater than or equal to that threshold radius, was considered to be an outlier and was eliminated. This process was conducted for each of the classes in the corpus. Finally, this refined corpus was used to train a centroid based classifier. Their results showed that their classifier works better in the latter scenario.
In certain approaches, clusters of similar instances are formed and instances close to the clusters are considered as prototypes [12] . The algorithms chosen to compute the centroids can affect their quality and thus, have an impact on the prototype selection. Again, for large datasets, when the number of features is large, ""the quality of the centroids can be poor" [3] .
Lopez et al. in their work have adopted a simple, local method for prototype selection [13] . They have proposed a PSR (Prototype Selection by Relevance) method that computes the relevance weight for each instance or prototype within a class by averaging the similarity of that instance with all the other instances in its own class. A certain number of instances with the highest relevance weights have been retained. Among the retained instances, they have considered a few to be border elements. They have compared their method with other methods like DROP3, DROP5 (Different variations of DROP) and GCNN (Generalized Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule). Their method could not outperform the other methods in case of smaller datasets but the advantage of runtime gave PSR an edge over the other methods when dealing with large datasets.
Previous works on instance selection have focused on local or global methods for the general problem of object classification. Text Classification is a relatively more challenging area of research because of the large number of classes and training sets. In our work, we propose the use of the Silhouette Coefficient (SC) [2] measure to rank instances for selection in the problem of Text Classification. Like Lopez et al."s work [14] we have also tried to avoid the use of clustering techniques because clustering consumes more time to process large datasets. Moreover, our method is a global method and does not follow the nearest neighbor rule. Unlike Lopez et al."s work, we have discarded the border and core instances to retain instances with medium relevance as depicted by their SC values. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate this criterion of instance selection in a text classification scenario. Our intuition was that these instances represent a good trade-off between descriptive and discriminative power and, therefore, that they are the most informative for classification purposes. In addition, we have applied our method on large datasets of text documents that pose a great challenge to maintain the huge number of features generated. Our method shows enhanced accuracy and faster runtime over the dataset, reduced by our method. Taking accuracy and runtime combined as a tuple for performance evaluation we found our method to be promising.
Proposed Method
Our proposed method consists of ranking the instances to select those that are deemed to be more helpful in the classification task. We assume that in a corpus where instances are ranked based on a global relevance value, instances with higher relevance will be located at the core of any class, and those with lower relevance will (2) (3) lie at the peripheral locations of a class, since they are closer to the other classes. In such a scenario, we propose to eliminate the instances with high or low relevance values to retain what we call the mid-ranked instances. The motivation relies on a concept similar to term selection by transition point where mid-frequency terms are assumed to have high semantic information that can be useful in indexing the documents [25] . Based on Zipf"s Law of Word Occurrences [22] , refined concepts of Booth [23] , and Urbizagástegui [24] , transition point is a threshold frequency value computed in such a way that it can split the document vocabulary in a high or low frequency set. Pinto et. al. have used this technique to cluster documents of a corpus with narrow domain and short texts [20] .
To evaluate the relevance of the training instances we propose the use of Silhouette Coefficient. In clustering tasks the SC width is calculated for each of the instances in the clusters in order to evaluate the cluster solution. Through this evaluation technique the following can be computed: SC value for each instance of the dataset, an average SC value for each cluster of the dataset, and an overall SC value for the whole dataset. The SC values are very helpful in denoting the cohesiveness of the instances in one cluster and the separation of instances in one cluster from those in the other clusters. Moreover, the SC measures are helpful in judging the effectiveness of a clustering algorithm.
Consider a document collection D having n classes, and let |c k | denote the number of documents from the k th class of the corpus, and dist (1) Figure 1 shows the SC values for a two-class syntectic data set with two attributes (X 1 and X 2 ), the number of classes and dimensionality were chosen for clarity. Figure 1 shows the SC value ranges for the data points in a syntectic dataset with a two-dimensional attribute space. Through the figure, we can clearly see that instances with low SC values (light gray) are those difficult to classify and can be considered noisy or potential outliers. In text categorization these instances correspond to texts that may contain information from different thematic categories and hence they can be removed. On the other hand, instances with high SC values (dark gray) are examples that can be considered easy to classify. In text categorization these instances correspond to prototypical texts of each category, although we can see that they can also be redundant and, therefore, eliminating a portion of these instances is expected to not hurt classification accuracy.
Datasets
The datasets used for our experiments are the following:  Reuters-21578 R8 Collection-This dataset has 8 classes, 5,485 documents in the training set and 2,189 documents in the test set. The documents are nonuniformly distributed over the classes [17] .
 Classic4 Collection-This dataset has 4 classes and 7,095 documents. We split the dataset randomly to obtain 60% documents as training set and 40% as test set [16] .  20 Newsgroup Collection-This dataset consists of 20 classes and 18,828
documents. This dataset again was randomly split by us into 60% training and 40% testing set [18] . Each of the datasets was preprocessed for our classification task. We eliminated words from the feature set that appeared in a standard stop-list.
Experimental Settings
We have represented our documents using the standard vector space model where the features have formed the columns and the documents have formed the rows. The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) weights have been used to fill up the term-document matrices.
For each experiment we have retained different number of text documents to determine the minimal number of training instances required for that dataset to achieve acceptable accuracies. By doing this we are also trying to dynamically determine a threshold for each dataset, such that the peripheral and the core instances can be identified. In all our experiments we start with the original training set and remove instances incrementally by steps of 10%. Thus, we end up with training sets of 90%, 80%, 70% and so on until we only have 10% on the training set. Our evaluation metric is accuracy computed as a percentage of test instances correctly classified by the algorithms.
In Table 1 we show the number of instances in each configuration for each of our data sets. The test data sets remain unchanged for all configurations; see Section 4 for a description of these sets.
Table 1. Number of instances retained for each experiment
We have tested our method using support vector machines (SVM), nearest neighbors (kNN), Naïve Bayes (NB) and random forest (RF) as the base classifiers. We have also used the Weka toolkit that implements the above classifiers [15] . As mentioned previously, our goal is to evaluate our idea of keeping instances with midrange relevance values in terms of classification accuracy and running time. Thus, we report the difference in classification accuracy with respect to using the entire training set and running time for all three data sets. Table 2 shows the different experiments we performed. The first experiment (Exp 1) represents our idea of removing outliers and core instances by incrementally removing the same number of instances with the lowest and highest relevance values. For example, in a training set with only 80% of the instances, we remove 10% of the instances with the highest relevance values and 10% of the instances with the lowest values. However, for comparison purposes we also performed experiments with two different selection criteria: one where we keep instances with the lowest SC values (Exp 2), that is the border objects as in previous work, and one where we keep instances with the highest SC values (Exp 3), the core instances, again as previous work has done. Table 3 . The number of attributes extracted from the training set during each experiment Tables 4 to 7 show the results for our three collections. We show the accuracy (in percentage) reached by different learning algorithms with the original training set, and the change in accuracy after instance reduction. The tables also report the change in accuracy averaged across all the learning algorithms. Table 4 . The "Change in Accuracy" observed when Exp 1 (see Table 2 ) was conducted Table 5 . The "Training Time (seconds)" required when our method (Exp 1, see Table 2 ) was applied. Table 5 reports the training times recorded for each combination of machine learning algorithms and the subsets of data. The training time recorded for kNN algorithm was omitted since this algorithm does not include any training phase. Table 6 . The "Change in Accuracy" observed when Exp 2 (see Table 2 ) was conducted Table 7 . The "Change in Accuracy" observed when Exp 3 (see Table 2 ) was conducted
The results on these tables show a consistent trend, removing instances with highest and lowest relevance values yields the best trade-off between accuracy and run time. For instance, see the results for keeping only 50% of the training instances. For all three collections the smallest loss in accuracy is reached by our method, and for some learning algorithms we even gain accuracy, see results for NB in Table 4 . This trend also hints at the fact that instance-based learning algorithms benefit the most from instance reduction.
Another consistent and relevant trend in our results is that if we do an extreme instance reduction, by keeping only 10% of the training instances, the loss in accuracy overall will be less when using our approach than any of the other two. By comparing the results reported in Table 4 and 7, it is clear that for a limited number of instances, such as just 10% of the total corpus, selection of mid-ranged instances for training is a better idea than instances with either high and low relevance. This is encouraging and a very practical finding since if computational resources are very expensive, and lower accuracy rates are acceptable, our approach will yield the best trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness. Our results show that at times it is also possible to achieve higher accuracy than the baseline, when the mid-ranged instances are retained, whereas, if we remove these instances, the accuracy values continue to decrease consistently with a shrinking training set, for all the learning algorithms. Therefore, it is evident that the mid-ranged instances carry important information concerning the class description and cannot be ignored.
These results also show some effects on the differences among the corpora. For instance, in the Classic4 collection, if we remove only 20% of the training instances, we obtain slightly better results by removing the ones with lowest relevance values. This leads us to believe that Classic4 has more outliers in the training set than the other two collections. The other two collections still show better results when using our method.
Lastly, it is very interesting to see that a secondary effect of our instance reduction approach is feature reduction. All tables show in the last row the resulting number of features. As can be seen in the last row of the tables, we reach a considerable reduction in the number of features. This is an effect particular to instance selection in text classification, because after removing instances, a lot of the words present in those documents are not present in the other documents and can be removed from the feature vectors. We have not seen a related discussion about this in any previous work. It would be interesting to explore further how this method compares to other approaches on feature selection. This however, is beyond the scope of this work and we will leave it for future work.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed the use of the Silhouette Coefficient measure for the purpose of determining the most effective set of training instances in text classification. This measure is typically used to evaluate the quality of clusters generated after the application of clustering algorithms on the data. We have calculated the SC measure for each of the instances in the training set. We then rank the instances according to their SC measures; those with the lowest and highest SC values were eliminated, assuming them to be noisy or to contain redundant information that might not aid us in our classification task. We found that instances in the middle range of SC values were capable of retaining more descriptive information about their respective classes than instances with extreme SC values.
We have taken accuracy values and training time as a tuple for performance evaluation. Elimination of the instances in the training set led to a drop in accuracy from the original training set in most of the cases. But the consistent tradeoff between accuracy measures and training time was commendable when our method was applied. There were also cases when we observed a higher accuracy when instances with medium ranks were retained in the training sets. Unlike the peripheral or core instances, the medium ranked instances proved to provide more information that could help in describing their classes and also discriminate them from each other. We have evaluated our results by carrying out experiments where only peripheral instances were eliminated or only core instances were removed. Training with only the peripheral instances or only the core instances led to a higher drop in the accuracy values than when medium-ranked instances were used to train the model. The experimental results for all the three datasets showed the same trend of maintaining an acceptable accuracy coupled with considerable reduction of time.
The Silhouette Coefficient measure seemed to be an interesting parameter for evaluation and we would like to delve deeper into its analysis and try to find out what other information can be extracted with the use of this measure. We would like to test and compare our method using different datasets having narrow domain unlike the broad domain datasets used in this work. Also, it will be interesting to investigate the efficacy of our method in the scenario of short text classification using the abridged versions of the datasets used for this work. Lastly, we would like to propose other measures to determine relevant instances for training classifiers in a text classification setting.
